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Plant Blindness in Higher Education



BIO220: General Botany in Augustana College

Liberal Arts College (4-year degrees)
About 200 new BIO majors every year

Requirements for Biology majors include General Botany (3 credits + labs)
The term lasts for 10 weeks, so there is no much time!



Plant Blindness as a theme for a botany course

However: lack of engagement with some basic topics
In particular with taxonomy, nomenclature and why they matter

More hands-on experience is required!!!!



Let’s make a game with it!

Gamification 
+

hands-on practice with real plants
+

learning how taxonomy works

2 species described almost simultaneously under different 
names. The principle of priority had to be applied
(Students seemed to like this story, for some reason)

Back in 2005…
conference of Cryptogamic Botany (Bilbao)



Premise:
there is an undescribed species of tree on campus, 
different teams of botanist will try to “name it first”

Students receive a 
general briefing a 
week in advance. 
They have to sign up 
and choose a role…

Explorer - Editor - Curator



Premise:
Teams are made up of 3-4 students, and there is an 
intentional bottleneck

AFTER they have signed up, they receive specific 
instructions for their role only

6 explorer teams

4 editorial boards

1 curator
crew



Explorers
GOAL: to discover and publish the new species of plant first

1. Find the plant
2. Make sure that the sp. has 

not been described yet
3. Prepare type specimen
4. Write the manuscript with 

proper name and description
5. Deposit the type specimen in 

the herbarium
6. Submit the manuscript

A template with a proper description is provided



Editors
GOAL: to create a journal and publish only sound science

A template with a proper description is provided, 
with emphasis on typical mistakes and essential parts

1. What makes a scientific 
journal “good”? 
2. Announce your journal
3. Get the authors on board
4. Review manuscripts
5. Reply to authors:
Accept- Revision- Rejection
6. Publish!



Curators
GOAL: to database properly as many specimens as 
possible AND keep the integrity of the collection

1. Prepare your database
2. Choose an acronym for your 

herbarium
3. Organize the collection
4. Allow explorers to visit your 

collection
5. Accession and database 

incoming specimens (make sure 
there is no information missing)

6. Guarantee the safety and 
integrity of the collection 

Curators receive a small reference collection from the 
teaching herbarium (minus the target plant)



Timeline
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Topics of discussion

How similar is this process in real science?

How does the peer-review system work? Why 
does it exist?

What are the role of herbaria in current botany?

What are the odds of discovering a new species 
of plant today?

Are actual specimens necessary?



Perks of the activity

- Scalable to any level of skill or knowledge, 
place or season

- Can be accomplished in one class/lab session
- (Almost) no extra resources needed
- Brings the opportunity to work with actual 

plants if there are not enough labs

- …they seem to like it!



Recommendations and 
areas of improvement

- There are several dead times, especially for 
editors

- Works best with fewer students
- It is  crucial that they take seriously the 

orientations
- The plant needs to be really easy to find
- Some students suggested a multi-session 

activity would work better



Feedback
Post activity survey (n=58)
1=completely disagree
5=completely agree
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Feedback (yes, I am cherrypicking now)

The collaboration between the curators and the explorers 
was very unique. It was like a sales deal between the two

I enjoyed getting out of the classroom and looking at an 
actual plant

It was fun and it got my heart racing to be competing with 
the other editors to get published first

What worked best was assigning different groups separate 
tasks. This made it seem like less of an assignment and 
more of an activity having different groups interacting

The intensity of trying to be first but also making sure the 
article was good was great! 
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